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Sample Start  
 Andrew Barrett-Venn and his friends are going to play 
Reclamation tonight. Andrew has agreed to be the FateDealer and 
has already planned his story—a "one night" Journey where three 
unlikely heroes are forced to venture out into the wild to save a 
friend abducted by one of the monstrous cults of the mortis-horde. 
In preparation for his role as FateDealer, Andrew has scribbled a 
rough outline of the events that will unfold over the evening, wrote 
down a few simple stats for some of the enemies the group will 
fight, and even created a Character Sheet for the "final boss,” 
should his friends survive long enough to face him. 
 Once Katie, Josh, and Chip arrive at Andrew’s house, they print 
out three Character and Hero Sheets and begin constructing 
Reclamation protagonists using this guidebook. Each character 
will have a specific set of strengths, weaknesses, talents, and 
special powers. Each player will also develop a unique personality 
and ideology for his or her Dystopian hero. After all, even though 
these are pretend protagonists in a pretend world, the goal is to 
make the Journey and its characters feel as real as humanly 
possible. 
 Katie’s character is named Catarina, a 23-year old Magi 
scholar devoted to her scientific and theological studies. Josh is 
playing Desmont, a virile 48-year old former marine who is 
determined to see the mortis-horde burn before he dies. And 
finally, Chip is playing Caleb, a 30-year old Pariah with the unique 
power of prophesy. 
 After several hours of gaming, the players are just about to 
reach the climax of Andrew’s short story... 
 

Andrew: There's a small clearing up ahead. You can just barely 
see it amidst all the willow branches that you keep pushing 
aside. The clearing is lit by several pyres that seem out of place 
in the desolation of these marshes. As you move a little closer, 
you can see that the torches seem to surround something, but 
you can't tell what it is. From this distance, it just looks like a 
shadowy mass. 

Catarina 
( Played by Katie ) 

Desmont 
( Played by Josh ) 

Caleb 
( Played by Chip ) 
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Josh: (speaking as Desmont) Do you think that's Sarah? We have 
to save her! (Now speaking as himself) I want to move in closer 
and see if it's her. 
 

Andrew: Make a Perception check.  
 

Josh: Can my “Investigate” talent be used here? 
 

Andrew: Absolutely. (Josh makes this check and scores very well). 
Yes, it's Sarah lying in the middle of this clearing. Her arms and 
legs appear to be bound by rope. She's not moving.  
 

Josh: I race towards her while pulling out my shotgun. 
 

Katie: (speaking as Catarina) By the will of the Architect, I beg 
there to be life left in her. (Now speaking as herself) I'm going to 
follow behind Desmont and cast Healing Hands on Sarah as soon 
as I get there. 
 

Andrew: Okay. What are you doing, Caleb? 
 

Chip: Nothing just yet. Something doesn't feel right. I'd like to use 
my mutation "Temporal Window" to catch a glimpse into the next 
few minutes of the future. 
 

Andrew: Caleb's eyes roll back as the visible world begins to slip 
away from him. In the meantime, Desmont has reached Sarah's 
body. You practically slide into her and immediately press your 
ear to her chest. Her heart is still beating... but just barely.  
 

Katie: I cast “Healing Hands” to try and stabilize her.  
 

Andrew: Catarina presses her palms to Sarah's battered chest 
and chants the sacred words of Tempus Arcanum. You feel 
warmth build up in your heart and then suddenly that energy is 
transferred to Sarah. She convulses and starts coughing. 
 

Josh: (speaking as Desmont) We're here Sarah. It's me, Desmont. 
Why did you go out alone? I told you it wasn't safe. When we 
scavenge, we go in groups. Don't worry. We'll get you home. Your 
parents are worried sick.  
 

Andrew: She doesn't seem to hear you. Her eyes are bloodshot 
and dilated. Sarah’s face twists in disgust and then she starts 
laughing—a hideous cackle that echoes throughout the marsh. 
(Andrew looks over at Chip) Caleb, after a few seconds, the 
physical world disappears which signifies that you’ve successfully 

transcended your mind into the future. But it doesn't look or feel 
anything like it normally does when you use this power. Instead 
of seeing vague, wispy images depicting all of the possible futures 
that lie ahead, you find yourself enveloped in total blackness. It's 
like you've been separated from everything in this world. 
 

Chip: (Looks at Andrew in confusion for a few moments, then 
becomes wide-eyed in panic when the realization hits him). It's all 
black because... we're dead in the future! Desmont! Catarina! 
We've got to get out of here. 
 

Katie: (speaking as Catarina) What's wrong? 
 

Chip: It's a tr... 
 

Andrew: (Interrupting Chip) There's a loud rustling all around 
you. A mob of mortis-fiends are pushing through the willow 
branches. Somewhere in the distance you hear the foul, rasping 
wail of an archon. In shock, you look down at Sarah who has 
grown quiet but is still smiling at Desmont with a crooked grin. 
"We've been waiting for you," she whispers before passing out.  

 

Josh: I stand up and cock my shotgun. (Speaking as Desmont) 
Cowards and demons—the lot of you. You want our blood?! Then 
come and claim it! 
 

The FateDealer then guides the protagonists through a combat 
sequence where they must either fight or flee from the creatures 
now surrounding them. They will also have to decide whether or 
not they will try to save Sarah or leave her behind since it appears 
that she has been lost to the power of The Black Dream. 
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 “The people call him Amaranth,” warned the bounty hunter. “The Undying.” 
 The fat steward shifted uncomfortably in his seat and snorted, “What a stupid name. Why?” 
 “Well…” answered the hunter while sifting through the dossier in his lap. “According to my contacts, the 
predominant rumor is that this Amaranth assassin was actually murdered on your order many years ago. They say he 
rose from the dead, so they call him Amaranth after the mythical flower that cannot die.” 
 “Preposterous!” roared the steward into his glass of wine. His anger erupted suddenly but then just as quickly 
frothed into levity. Soon he was laughing hysterically, his fat jiggling like ocean waves. “Murdered, you say? So they 
think a ghost is murdering my men? Hargh!” 
 “Once again… I simply report what’s told to me. The claim is that you first got his father killed on some suicide 
mission against the mortis-horde so that you could take his wife for your own. As it goes, she rejected you…” The 
steward suddenly slammed his glass onto the table so hard that it shattered. His bloated face bulged and turned 
crimson, but said nothing. The bounty hunter swallowed apprehensively and then continued. “…That she rejected you 
and… well… you ordered the death of her and her child as punishment. As for the materiality of this assassin, they do 
not think him a ghost. Many of these marked freaks have their own ways of cheating death. It could be this child had a 
gift that let him survive, and now as a man he seeks vengeance. Before we continue, pardon me my lord, but I must 
ask… does this tale hold any validity?” 
 “Of course not!” spit the steward between tight lips. 
 “With all due respect, my lord, you hired me to protect you. From everything I’ve gathered about this Amaranth, 
his influence runs deep in the city. To be sure, I fear that some of my own contacts may be feeding his interests. He’s 
going to find the one responsible and attempt to take his life. If your hands are clean, then you’ll be safe and you have 
no more need of my services.” 
 The steward looked as if he were about to burst. His eyes shot daggers at the bounty hunter, but at last he 
conceded in frustration, “I paid you to protect me. I expect you to do your job.” 
  “I see…” replied the bounty hunter. “Then we must proceed under the assumption that this psychopath will make 
an attempt on your life. Please understand that I’ve made my living thus far tracking down criminals and bringing them 
to justice. The key to getting someone before he gets you is anticipating the other’s actions. This Amaranth is crafty, 
but I am still his superior. I believe I know how he thinks and what he’s planning. We’ll have his identity soon enough 
and then—on my honor—blood will spill.” The bounty hunter grinned for the first time, his cocksure nature at last 
peeking through his otherwise icy demeanor. 
 “Get on with it…” grumbled the steward, suddenly agitated by this show of arrogance. 
 “This Amaranth is a living vendetta. In his mind you stole everything from him. He lives for vengeance. Now most 
people consumed by this kind of rage would try to make you suffer as they suffered. Therefore, this Amaranth would 
take the lives of your best men; that’s what we’ve seen so far. By killing your inner circle, he’d be trying to make you 
feel alone and isolated.” 
 “What an idiot,” cackled the steward. “I don’t give a damn about...” 
 “I understand… but I’m afraid he knows that as well. This Amaranth is not like most people. If our assassin truly 
regards you as a heartless monster, then he would know that these men meant nothing to you.” 
 “Then why kill them?” 
 “That’s exactly what I asked myself. Then it dawned on me—to get your attention!” 
 “Well he got it.” 
 “Indeed,” the bounty hunter cut him off. “But to what end? Everyone knows what happens to people who 
challenge you.” The steward smiled at that. He loved his murderous reputation. It filled his subjects with terror, and 
terror rules the Dystopia. 
 The bounty hunter continued. “Perhaps this Amaranth knew you would employ me to hunt him down.” 
 “So what?” hooted the steward while leaning back in his chair. “Let this Undying Flower know that you’re going to 
put his name to the test. Hargh!” 
 “Unless he got me first,” explained the bounty hunter, leaning forward. “I’m the only person you’re willing to 
meet face-to-face. All he’d have to do is assume my identity. He’d probably try to get you to admit to your crime. 
With that accomplished, he’d deliver you his signature—a white flower, like an amaranth, like the ones he left near the 
bodies of those other men.” The bounty hunter reached into his coat pocket and laid a pristine and innocent flower on 
the desk of the corrupt and disgusting steward. “Like so.” 
 “Hargh! Hargh!” laughed the steward. He was too fat and too stupid to truly appreciate what came next. 
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  “Bloody peas!” Amy Johnson gasped in almost ecstasy.  

 The young woman ravenously gazed upon the can of peas in her hands. Most everything in the 
abandoned store had been picked over long ago. She had searched aisle after aisle to no avail, but 
right here, hidden behind some empty cardboard boxes was a large can of peas. She caressed the label 
that she could not read. As a third generation Dystopian, neither of her parents had ever taught her 
to comprehend the written word. There were always more pressing matters of life-and-death to 
worry about. But they were peas, for sure; she knew her food and the picture was right there on the 
label. Amy licked her lips as her stomach quaked. Tonight, she would eat. 
 That’s when the first shot rang out from behind the counter. 
 A bullet kissed Amy’s face and red tears wept from the wound. A trap! Immediately she sprang 
forward, gun drawn. She took a few wild shots at the darkness, but it was impossible to tell if anything 
was hitting the mark. The shadowed figure behind the counter lowered his rifle to his hip and began 
spraying bullets down Aisle 4. Metal bit into Amy’s thigh and shoulder. 
 I won’t make it, she realized.  
 Amy threw herself into the nearby shelves and the whole thing toppled over, starting a chain 
reaction that knocked over Aisles 3, 2, and left the shelves of Aisle 1 teetering for a few moments 
before balancing out. Amy now found herself buried in boxes and trash. She pressed on her thigh 
wound and a bloom of red squeezed through her fingers. She searched for her gun and panicked once 
she remembered dropping it after taking her shoulder wound. Her heart exploded in her chest, the 
adrenaline making every inch of her body convulse.  
 She felt around for something, anything she could use to save herself. Finally, her blind hands 
found something—a busted bag of white powder. The actual contents of the bag were a mystery to 
her, but she wrapped her sticky hands around it all the same and pulled herself out of the debris. 
Another salvo of bullets rang out and she threw the sack in that direction. A couple bullets shredded 
through the bag and suddenly it was snowing in Aisle 3. The white fog hung in the air for a long 
moment, giving Amy time to escape deeper into the store. Bullets screamed all around her, but she 
was able to duck around the corner and claim a moment of respite.  
 “You ain’t welcome here!” growled the man behind the counter. “But I’m thinkin’ now you 
should stay. I ain’t had no meat in so long. Know what I mean?” Amy’s skin crawled. No… she didn’t 
know what he meant exactly, but it sounded vile. 
 I’m going to kill you, she thought to herself. Stumbling around back, she threw herself over a 
counter to catch her breath. And that’s when she saw them.  
 Propane tanks. 
 Her head began to swim; she didn’t know whether she was drunk on revenge or blood loss. 
Nevertheless, she toppled into the tanks and began lifting them one by one. Most were empty, but 
there was one that would not budge—half full. Amy closed her eyes and willed the tank into the air. 
It hovered for a moment, then faltered as another bullet passed right through her arm. Despite the 
pain, Amy refocused her telekinesis and sent the tank hurdling forward at the shadowman. A few 
more shots were fired; one blasted into the belly of the tank and it was all over. The explosion 
scattered metal pieces everywhere and blew the shadowman into pulp. His legs crumpled over right 
where he had been standing. His torso punched a hole in the ceiling. His head… Amy wasn’t sure 
about the head. 
 She stumbled past the red pile of gore that had become her attacker and past the tipped aisles. 
Amy left a trail of blood in her wake, but staggered on. She sifted through the rubble for a few 
moments until she found the can that had started this gruesome ordeal. Her body had taken enough 
punishment; she sure as hell wasn’t going to leave without her reward. 
 Bloody peas. 
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 Victor Fleurian strutted into the council chamber like a proud peacock. He wore on his chest a polished 
breastplate made of gold and steel; it shined like honey in the sun and quicksilver in the moonlight. 
Underneath that was a crimson doublet with green trim. Draped around his waist were pink, lavender, and 
chalcedony sashes. He wore protective wraps around his legs dyed green and brown. Victor looked 
flamboyant and very much out of place as he swaggered alongside the two unkempt guards escorting him 
into the room. They wore nothing so loud as Victor’s garb, just camouflage and Kevlar. The wealth that he 
wore on his back easily rivaled the entire wealth of the city—a fact that was in no way lost on Victor. 
 The room was quiet save for the click, clack, pop of Victor’s polished shoes and walking stick as he 
approached. He gripped the steel cane by the ornate handle sculpted into the shape of a calla lily—the 
insignia of House Fleurian. The two guards led him into a bright pool of light in the center of the chamber 
and then marched away. Victor now found himself standing before a half-circle of platform seating that 
went up and back as far as he could see in the dark. A pungent fog hung heavy in the air; it smelled of 
tobacco and affluence. Victor could not see the smokers, only the orange sunbursts that would suddenly 
appear in the dark as they took drags off their cigars. The lights would flare up, smolder, and then die out 
like distant suns in a vast cosmos of nothingness. A few stifled coughs broke the long silence of the 
chamber. While smoke could have been the culprit, Victor suspected it had more to do with the blight that 
was spreading through Michael’s Stand like wildfire. They are desperate, Victor mused. 
 “Do you have it?” grumbled a disembodied voice between rasping coughs. 
 “Ladies and gentlemen of the High Council,” Victor announced in an overly rehearsed manner. “Three 
months ago you found yourself at odds with the Center for Disease Control. Their meager numbers were 
no match for your standing army, and so you removed them from the city just as the Protectorate asked. 
Yet sadly, your militia is no match for the full might of these Witch Hunters. They do not fight with swords 
and guns; they fight with poison and disease. It is they who unleashed this terrible plague upon your city. 
They are deadly cowards to be sure. And so you came to me, your humble servant VICTOR FLEURIAN!” 
he cried with a flourish, “to seek a weapon to help you defeat this ignoble faction once and…” 
 “Yes, yes,” interrupted another croaking voice. “We are quite aware…” 
 “Then certainly you recall what was promised should I succeed. A title. A truck filled from your own 
granaries. And… oh yes… lord Constance’s daughter.” 
 The loudest voice yet boomed out, quelling the other whispers crawling about the room. “You forget 
yourself and your place. We owe you nothing until you deliver us a weapon.” 
 “Then allow me to present the Council with your means to victory against the CDC!” Victor clapped his 
hands and the doors opened again. For a moment the morning light shined into the chamber and Victor 
could make out the pale and clammy faces of the council elders—the old crones and cripples that ruled the 
city. Their faces were so pocked with disease it was no wonder they hid themselves away like lepers. 
 A little girl of seven years emerged from the light. She wore a tattered sun dress two sizes too small for 
her body. Her hair was blonde and matted, her doe-eyes glassy and on the verge of tears. She clutched a 
stuffed rabbit tightly to her chest as she approached Victor. He knelt down and carefully removed the tape 
over her mouth while brushing a lone tear from her eyes. The child coughed and frowned.  
 The council exploded. Furious shouts and screams washed over Victor. 
 “I should kill you where you stand, you insolent bastard!” roared the loudest voice. A gavel hurtled out 
of the dark; Victor deftly side-stepped the projectile, but it hit the poor girl square in the chest. Victor 
ducked away and put his hands to his ears. The child screamed in pain, and that little voice got louder and 
louder. The resonance pierced through Victor’s eyes and the reverberation made his heart shake wildly in his 
chest. The girl took a step towards the darkness where the gavel emerged and shrieked in anger. She got 
louder and the glass shattered from behind the boarded windows of the chamber. She got louder still… 
until she heard a pop like the sound of a cork coming off a champagne bottle. Bits of blood, brain, and 
skull splattered everywhere. The child turned back to Victor sobbing and buried her face into his thigh. The 
room went silent again and Victor smiled with a devilishly crooked grin. 
 “Very well, Lord Fleurian,” came one last voice mixed with terror and joy. “Garrett… load the truck and 
summon my daughter.” 
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 My father always had vices—those cries of the flesh that are so impetuously human. But when The Sickness at 
last collected him, when it filed into the wounded ranks of his resolve, he became lost to us forever.  
 I watched the disease perform its twisted bloodletting ritual on my father's compassion. Drop by drop he 
began to lose himself. Each day he became a little more hollow, a little more shrunken. As the hate welled inside, 
it pressed against his heart with such scathing vehemence that it left no room for beautiful things like shame and 
remorse and all the guilt that once tethered his soul to us. The hate consumed his heart until there was nothing 
left to devour. And so The Sickness at last crept to the surface; his skin darkened like a bruised fruit—brown and 
spoiled. 
 One night, he killed my mother and my baby sister. I remember the metallic smell of blood in the air, the 
sound of cracking bones and wailing cries. The sallow apparition of my father howled with delight as he ravaged 
and maimed and feasted on the two people I loved most. He killed them even as I pounded my tiny fists into his 
back and cursed him with every breath in my terrified body. He hurled me into the wall, left me wading in and out 
of a river of consciousness, but he did not butcher me along with the rest of the family. I was spared from his 
wanton destruction. 
 When the deed was at last done, he blankly shuffled out the door and into my nightmares. 
 I was seven. 
 Sometimes, late at night, I wonder why he didn't kill me too. Maybe for a brief moment my father reclaimed 
that rotten husk of a body and willed it to spare me. Or perhaps—more likely—the fiend could see the black 
lesion that had not yet surfaced on my left hand, or smelled the seed of rage just beginning to blossom in the pit 
of my stomach, anxious to flower into damnation. 
 I am my father's son, and we all suffer from the sins of the father. 
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 Yeah. That’s what they keep telling me: “You’re marked by the fallout!” What I find funny about the whole 
thing is that half of them say it to me like it’s some great honor. The other half practically spit the words at me. 
Half adore me, half hate me, and all of them act like I chose this for myself. Trust me… this is the last thing I 
wanted. 
 Years ago, Pops told me that my mother was marked by the fallout too. Her name was Elaine and she was 
a Magi; Pops said she could speak a few words and make the sky rain acid, make someone disappear, or bring a 
tree to life. She was young and beautiful and had a saint’s heart. Pops said she’d daily risk her life to reach out 
to other nearby cells where people were sick or injured. She’d risk her life to get to them and speak the words of 
Providence to heal them. Too bad none of those words could save her from me. My mother died in child birth. 
Thankfully, Pops never held that against me. He loved me unconditionally—still does. As a young boy, Pops 
told me every single day that I was going to be just like mother; I would become a great Magi—maybe even 
greater than mom—and heal suffering with my abilities. Trust me… I would have loved nothing more than to 
make my Pops proud and honor my mother, but it didn’t exactly play out like that for me. I never learned any 
magic words no matter how much I prayed or how much scripture I read. In fact, I lived in this world for 23 
unspectacular years before anything weird happened to me. 
 My first “supernatural” experience came shortly after my birthday. You see, the last several nights I had 
dreamed about a large bird swooping down while I was in my bed. It would peck at my face and eyes until I 
woke up screaming. It wasn’t like a normal dream. I’d check my mirror and find flecks of blood on my face. 
Trust me. Why would I lie about something like that? As you can imagine, it freaked me out, so bad in fact 
that I spent most of the day thinking about that bird. The more I thought about it, the more vivid it became in 
my mind. Then one day… it appeared. In the real world. Like… right in front of me. It came up out of 
nothingness. It was a crow, or maybe a raven, and it was dark and shady like it was made of shadows. Then it 
flew off. No one believed me—not even Pops. I guess I wouldn’t have believed me at the time, either.  
 In the following days, I started to feel a little well… strange. This might sound stupid, but it was like my 
soul wanted to get out of my body. I’d be arguing with someone (I did that often) and then get this weird 
out-of-body sensation like I was looking at that person and myself simultaneously. Then I would touch the 
other person and it was like… it was like I was pressing my spirit on them. I could feel myself around them, in 
them, slipping through their thoughts and emotions. I could literally rip out their willpower and leave them 
like putty in the palm of my hands; they’d do and say whatever I asked. The problem was that after I did that a 
few times, my blood would boil and my skin would turn beat red. I remember staring into a mirror and 
thinking, “I look like a demon.” Apparently the rest of my cell-mates agreed. 
 They tried to kill me one night while I slept. I woke up with a pillow in my face and my lungs burning for 
oxygen. I tried to roll over, but five or six sets of hands held me down. I cried out for Pops, for mother, but my 
voice was muffled by the pillow. Trust me… I thought I was going to die. Then suddenly the hands let go and 
the pillow went slack. Pops saved me—shot ‘em all. We grabbed as much food as we could and escaped before 
the rest of our so-called family realized what had happened.  
 That was maybe five or six years ago. Since then Pops and I have been traveling all over. We’ve lived with a 
few other live cells, but inevitably they find out what I am—or at least what they think I am—and chase us off. 
Look… you don’t need to be afraid of me. I just look like someone you should be afraid of. But honestly, I’m 
no more dangerous than the next guy. We all have The Sickness, right? It creeps up on the best of us—trust 
me. It just looks a little more conspicuous when it takes ahold of me. That’s all. In the end, I just want to do 
good in this world like my mother did… I just have my own way is all.  
 Speaking of doing good, are you ready to sign the contract? Like I said, I can save your daughter’s life, but 
I’ll need you to sign this first. I know, I know. But remember, only life pays for life. That’s just the way of it. 
Just sign here. Actually, uhm, do you mind? Sorry about that. It doesn’t work with ink. You’ll need to sign 
with some of your blood. I know, it’s a bit morbid, but well, that’s just how it works. What? Oh… the horns? 
How embarrassing. It’s nothing. They come and go. None of that matters. It’s your daughter that matters, 
right? Just sign right here. 
 Trust me… 
 

 


